
 



 



MASHREGH INPUT LIST:

01) Cowbell (low stand, Shure 58)
02) Cajon 1 (low stand, dynamic bass drum type mic - RE20, Beta52, Audix D6, 421, etc)
03) Wavedrum (DI Box - passive)
04) Snare and Cymbal (normal boom stand, SDC - KM184, SM81, AKG451, etc)
05) Bongos (normal boom stand, SDC)
——
06) Cajon 2 (same as Cajon 1)
07) Dumbek Lo (low stand, dynamic mic)
08) Dumbek Hi & Frame drum (short boom stand, SDC)
——
09) Electric Bass (DI Box - active)
——
10) Downstage Farnaz Vocal (Straight stand, LDC or high quality stage vocal condenser - KMS104/105, etc)
11) Farnaz Vocal (short boom stand, personal mic provided by performer)
——
12) Flamenco Guitar Vocal (regular boom stand, Shure 58)
13) Flamenco Guitar (short boom stand, KM185, CMC-6, SM81, AKG451)
14) Flamenco Guitar contact mic or pickup (DI Box - active)
——
15) Setar Vocal (regular boom stand, Shure 58)
16) Setar (Short boom stand, SDC)
——
17) Santoor Left (regular boom stand, SDC)
18) Santoor Right (same)
——
19) Kamanche (short boom stand, SDC)
——
20) Acoustic guitar (short boom stand, SDC)
21) Electric guitar processor (DI Box)
——
22) Dancer foot mic stage left (PCC or shotgun or SDC)
23) Dancer foot mic upstage
24) Dancer foot mic stage right
——
25) Reverb return L
26) Reverb return R

Separation marks above indicate the channels for individual performers and represents a flow of inputs from house left to right.

Monitors:

• Each performer will require a monitor. Under certain circumstances some mixes can be eliminated or shared. This is a venue dependant variable.
• Side fills are of great benefit to the Flamenco Dancer.
• Please avoid the use of audible compression on monitor mixes, particularly on the mix for Farnaz.
• 1/3 octave EQs must be available on all monitor mixes. Parametric EQ alone is not adequate.

Please see stage plot for layout of the performers. All performers will require a chair, with the exception of the percussionists who are both seated on 
their Cajon. Music stands with lights may be required for some performers.


